
FUYL Cell™

Charge, store 
and secure your 
Apple® devices.

Safe storage. FUYL Cells are designed to store and secure 

valuable Apple devices. Each Cell has five individually 

lockable compartments, so you can charge your device 

while it’s not being used.

Highly compatible. Each compartment is equipped 

with a power point and two USB ports, so you can charge 

almost any Apple device.

Lifetime warranty. LocknCharge products are built to 

last.1

Secure charging. Create a secure charging facility in any 

environment with LocknCharge FUYL Cells. Perfect setup 

for schools, universities, convention centers or anywhere 

Apple devices are used.

Modular and scalable. Mount the FUYL Cells on a wall or 

stack them on top of one another. It’s your choice! FUYL 

Cells are designed to adapt to almost any environment.

Fully ventilated. Uniquely designed for passive 

ventilation to minimize heating during charging.
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It just makes life easier.

Specifications: 
Apple Part Number: LNC3008 (single FUYL Cell)
MSRP: $1599 each
inches: 18.94(L) x 18.90(W) x 19.85(H)
mm: 481(L) x 480(W) x 504.2(H)
weight: 53.57 lbs each | 24.3 kg each

Efficient Storage. Each Cell is equipped with five 

compartments for storing Apple devices. While a compartment 

is not in use, it can be made available for the next person 

needing secure charging. This means that you don’t need one 

compartment per user, making it a cost effective BYOD security 

and charging station.

Safe and Secure. Equipped with Digital Locks that work just like a hotel safe. This 

means that individuals self-manage the security and charging of their Apple device, 

relieving IT administrator time and resources.

Pedestal. Planning on stacking your FUYL Cells into columns? 

We recommend that you add a Pedestal to elevate them 

off the floor. This will provide easier access to the bottom 

compartments. The LocknCharge Pedestal is available on apple.

lockncharge.com or the Apple Store. Apple Part Number: [insert] 

MSRP: $229 

Taming the BYOD beast. FUYL Cells are designed to individually store, charge and secure any Apple device, making it the perfect 

solution for BYOD programs. The size and shape of the FUYL Cell means that it can be installed almost anywhere and in any form. It 

can be mounted onto a wall or stacked one on top of one another as a free standing column. 

Charging. Each compartment features two USB ports as well as a power point in each 

compartment, so that your Apple device is fully charged when you need it. The USB-A 

port delivers 2.1 amp power, perfect for iPad devices, while the USB-B port can charge 

less power demanding devices such as iPods and iPhones.


